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why Sadhana?

Send a clear message to the
Universe you are ready to move
forward & command in your
desires (more prosperity, health,
energy, joy, presence, etc.)

Open the channels to receive
guidance, clarity, & deepen
intuition (this is MUCH more
efficient way to go about your
day than wasting time making
decisions

Upgrade your levels of
commitment to yourself, so you
can show up more fully in your
life & for others

 

 

Tune into higher
frequencies to raise your
vibrations & connect to the
Infinite within you

Direct the flow of energy of
your day to be aligned with
your highest self & with
intention

Face + release the neurosis
(anger, fear, resistance, etc.)
on the mat... so you don't
have to during your day

 

 



when you
show up for
yourself, the

whole
Universe

shows up for
you

one breath can
be the thing that

completely
breaks through

the subconscious
patterns that

have been ruling
your life

"

~Mel Dolan



Intentionally Curated:
Personalized Sadhana &

Activation Session to support
you & your goals

Offerings

Are you ready?
Request your Intentionally curated session here

Complete a questionnaire with what you're

working on & what you want to gain from

your practice

 

I will  channel + ask any extra questions to

curate a daily practice of Kundalini Yoga +

Meditation to support your intentions,  fit  to

the time-length, + other requirements

uniquely for YOU. The session will  include

intuitive guidance/coaching for optimal

growth, healing, and expansion.

 

Session is recorded & provided for you to

continue practice on your own!

 

want to go
deeper?

exchange: $99

Follow Up Activation Session +
Accountability 

30 minute coaching 1 week following the
session + accountability check-in's to answer
questions as you're developing momentum in

your practice + help you stick to your
commitment (for 10 days)

 
 

Numerology + Natal Chart
30 minute consultation + insights  incorporated

into your personalized Sadhana

exchange: + $44

exchange: + $66

https://redefineandthriveinfo.youcanbook.me/

